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ABSTRACT

Demanded by radio frequency applications, pHEMT process is generated and devel-

oped. Because of low output noise and high bandwidth, which are very important

for radio frequency circuits and systems, linear voltage regulators, especially low

drop-out voltage regulators are widely used in such kind of applications. Motivated

by fully integration to reduce production cost, it is necessary to design and imple-

ment low drop-out voltage regulators in the same process with other radio frequency

circuits. As a result, this thesis explores the possibility of implementing low drop-out

voltage regulators in pHEMT process and how good performance can be achieved.

The comparison between linear and switched voltage regulators is made, as

well as the comparison between pHEMT and CMOS process. The primary design

challenges to low drop-out voltage regulators are analyzed. Design techniques to

improve stability, regulation performance and power efficiency are described. Lat-

est published achievements are summarized, which give clues for current and future

research trends. Design equations and mathematical expressions for system spec-

ifications are presented, which help understand relationship between specifications

and circuit parameters, and select proper components values. The advantages and

drawbacks of different topologies of low drop-out voltage regulators are discussed.

The possibility of realizing each topology in pHEMT process is also presented. Con-

siderations are given for the floor plan of entire chip and layout for every circuit

block and component.

Two complete low drop-out voltage regulators with different compensation

methods are analyzed, designed and taped out in pHEMT process. Simulation

results of both designs are reported, summarized and compared to the closest designs

in standard CMOS process. Performance of external compensated low drop-out

voltage regulator designed in pHEMT process is much better than similar design in

CMOS process. Load regulation is improved by an order of magnitude due to low

output resistance of pass device, which is an advantage of using n-type depletion

mode transistor. Line regulation is comparable but still reduced partly by using
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n-type pass device. Settling time is reduced by two orders of magnitude because of

small parasitic gate capacitance. Output voltage variations in transient response is

reduced by three orders of magnitude. However, quiescent current is increased by

two orders of magnitude because of multi-stages error amplifier. Area consumption

is also raised due to multi-stage and resistive load in error amplifier. Regulation

performance of internal compensated low drop-out voltage regulator in pHEMT

process is improved but comparable to the design in CMOS process at the cost of

current efficiency and chip area.
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